
Basics of Baroque Articulation and Beyond 

Tips by Vicki Boeckman 
 

The intent of this sheet is to provide some general bits of information that will help improve 

the clarity of your playing. Don’t worry about trying to commit everything to memory, but 

rather use it as a helpful and friendly reference. Keep it handy and visible! 

 

First of all, no matter what style of music we play - Baroque, before or beyond - we must 

constantly be aware of how we are moving air through the instrument. Breath is life, so 

remember to strive for a well-supported and focused tone as the foundation to everything. 

Then, when applying articulation “patterns” on the recorder, use your tongue EXACTLY as 

you would when you speak normally in your native language. It must feel natural; not forced 

or contrived. 

 

Here are some basic Baroque “rules”, but remember that rules can be broken… 

 

- Scalewise movements (diatonic or chromatic) are generally played smoothly and 

connected in seamless pairs: turu turu or duru duru or tara tara or dara dara. (other 

vowels can be exchanged).   

 

- Leaps are generally played detached and distinctly: Ta ta ta ta or Ti ti ti ti or Da da da da  

or Di di di di. (other vowels can be exchanged). 

 

- For very fast passage work (regardless of leaps or scalewise) we need to use a so-called 

double tonguing. Diddle diddle or teke teke or duhguh duhguh or lerelere 

 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  

 

Generalities about vowels and consonants, and examples from the treatises: 

 

(American English pronunciation of European vowels:  e = eh,   i = eee,   o = oh,   u = ooo) 

 

Sylvestro Ganassi’s “Fontegara”, Venice - 1535  

Encourages experimenting with all vowels and suggests choosing the one(s) which come as 

the most natural. As an instrumentalist we must strive to imitate the inflections and 

expressions of the human voice. Ganassi is the only one who mentions K at all, and he calls 

this the ‘hard and sharp’ category. 

Ta te ti to tu        

Da de di do du 

Taka teke tiki toko tuku or Daka deke diki doko duku 

 

Jacques Hotteterre le Romain’s “Principes de la Flute …”, Paris - 1707 

Only uses examples with the consonant t and the vowel u 

Tu turu turu 



 

Johann Joachim Quantz’s “Essay On Playing the Flute” Berlin - 1752 

Distinguishes between Ti for short, equal, lively and quick notes and Di for slow, pleasing 

and sustained notes. With quick successive Ti’s the tongue will immediately spring back to 

the palate, whereas with slower Di’s the tongue remains neutral and free. Only shows 

examples with the vowel i, (pronounced eee), which also supports a good embouchure on the 

transverse flute.  

Ti, Di, Tiri and Diddle.  

 

For English and American speakers the “r” is a bit more ambiguous. It is like the Italian or 

Latin r in Cara mia or Maria - articulated with the tongue, not with the lips or the throat.  

It is very close to a soft d, but I encourage you to try the European r. Linguists call this a flip. 

The tongue almost rolls, but not quite. Ganassi referred to the r as the lingue reversi …the 

reversed tongue. The r cannot start by itself, but needs to be paired with t or d.  

 

On the other hand, American and English speakers usually have an easier time with Diddle 

than Spanish or Asian speakers. Linguists refer to the diddle tongue action as a lateral 

release, because the middle of the tongue curls and the air is released out the sides. Therefore, 

we need to have even more support in order for the sound to come out the front!  

Diddle takes a bit of patience and persistence to master. In order to succeed without too much 

frustration remember to use plenty of breath support, keep up the speed, and practice on 

repeated notes before attempting scale-wise passages. 

 

____________________ 

 

To get a sense of the differences in air speed and attack hold the palm of your hand close to 

your mouth and say a bunch of nonsense sentences with words that start with Ts.  

 

Tom and Ted had Tea for Two 

Tom and Ted had Tea for Two on Top of the Terrace with Tamara. 

Take a Techie to Tea! 

 

And words that start with Ds… 

 

Debbie and Dan Danced until Dawn  

Diane and Dan Dug in the Dirt  

Dad went Diving with Daisy, Dave and Diane  

Dig a Ditch, or Dug a Ditch 

 

Diddle diddle dee 

Fiddle faddle fee 

Hey diddle diddle the cat and the Fiddle! 

Twiddling and Diddling the cat went Fiddle-ing! 

 


